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would make the T7 material advantageous for high strain 
rate impacts. 

New Developments in Die Materials

Having covered the acquisition of Lake Park Tool & 
Machine by Kind & Co. for the ET ’16 show issue of Light 
Metal Age (April 2016), I was particularly interested in 
paper EP173 by Bryant Bronner, Werner Hähnel, and 
Emeline Meurisse of Kind & Co., “Pioneering Tool Steel 
Grades for Extrusion Tooling.” This paper covered the 
range of die steels used in extrusion containers—H11 
and 4340 for container mantles and H13 and Q10 (Kind 
& Co. proprietary grade of H13 with lowered C, Si, and 
V levels and higher Mo level) for container liners. After 
covering the basics of hot work die steel metallurgy, ield 
failures of container mantles and liners were compared. 
The H11 steel outperforms 4340 in mantles and Q10 out-
performs H13 in liners (Figure 3). Kind & Co. is develop-
ing a new electro slag remelted (ESR) steel grade called 
CS1, which is similar to Q10 but with an added amount 
of carbon to increase hardness while maintaining tough-
ness. It is being tested by some of their customers for cer-
tain applications.

Servo-Drives Revolutionizing Extrusion Equipment

As I had the opportunity to see the new SMS Meer Hy-
brEx® press on display in Germany when I was preparing 
the lead article for the August 2014 issue of Light Metal 
Age, it was heartening to hear that paper EE030, “Hy-
brEx® – An Innovative Extrusion Press with Hybrid Drive 
Technology,” by Axel Bauer of SMS was voted as best pa-
per of the Extrusion Equipment track. Indeed, his talk 
at ET ’16 was well attended; held in the largest seminar 
room, with all seats taken and standing room only. The 
HybrEx 25 MN press (Figure 4) boasts numerous bene-
its, including its radically different hybrid drive concept 
with dynamic servo-drives for fast movements (stem and 
container movements and billet loading) and a unique 
hydraulic drive system for press cylinders, discard shear, 

and cassette shifting. Other beneits include: a smaller 
footprint and lower overall height, reduced non-produc-
tive times, reduced oil surge volume and a signiicantly 
smaller tank volume, overall power savings of up to 50%, 
depending on extrusion speed and production mix, and 
less maintenance. These beneits have been proven in an 
extrusion plant in Germany producing construction pro-
iles with the HybrEx 25 press.

Servo-drives are also revolutionizing equipment up-
stream and downstream of the press, for example, paper 
EE075, “Servo-drive Applications in Aluminum Proile Ex-
trusion Equipment,” by Jürgen Sturm and Jaume Amoros 
of Tecalex paraphrases the beneits achieved on the Hy-
brEx press in press feeding, pullers, and saws. The press 
feeding example given by Tecalex (Figure 5) shows servo-
drives used for log loading, the hot billet saw, and press 
feeder, all totaling six servo-drive systems as a standard. 
The Tecalex lying puller system consists of one puller (no 
saw function) with servo-drive #1 and a second saw-puller 
with an integrated saw blade with servo-drives #2-4. 

Paper EE142, “ePuller – New Developments in Ex-
trusion Puller Technology,” by Giulia Bertoli of OMAV, 
Adam Cramlet of Alexandria Industries, and Carten 
Dede of OMAV North America, describes the OMAV 
developed electric puller (ePuller) made possible by 
advances in electric servo-drive technology. The ePuller 
completely eliminates the need for on-board puller hy-
draulics, greatly improving maintenance, reliability, and 
puller performance due to the lighter and more respon-
sive system. Extruder feedback, including that from Al-
exandria Industries, has been positive, especially due to 
the very smooth linear motion of the ePuller along with a 
reduction in downtime and increased recovery on critical 
proiles. A comparison of a chain puller and the direct 
drive ePuller for the same pull force, maximum extru-
sion speed, and maximum return speed shows a 2.2x re-
duction in installed power for the ePuller.

New and Surprising Phenomenon in Aluminum Extrusion

Just when you think everything basic is known about 
the aluminum extrusion process, at least based on past 
ETs, along comes a surprise: paper EP081, “Thermite 
Reactions during Extrusion of Aluminum,” by a research 
team headed by Oddvin Reiso at Hydro Aluminium Re-
search and Technology Development (RTD) in Norway. 
The research team claims there is a newly discovered 
phenomenon, caused by a thermite reaction, on die 
bearings during extrusion of aluminum. This highly 
exothermic reaction takes place between the iron oxide 
layer on the bearing surface in the extrusion die and 
the aluminum that is extruded over it, possibly raising 
local temperature above the melting temperature of the 
die steel and far above the melting point of aluminum 
(Figure 6). The work explains that a micro-scale ther-
mite reaction actually takes place during aluminum ex-
trusion and shows how it impacts proile surface quality 

Figure 3. An inner liner made of Q10 hot work die steel after a full 
campaign showing no deformation, no cracking, and no mushrooming. 

Figure 4. The HybrEx 25 MN extrusion press accommodates an 8 inch 
billet diameter and a 1,300 mm billet length.

Figure 5. Servo-drive press feeding overview. 
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